Humidifier
P/N 7100 and P/N 7600 350 cc
Bubble Humidifier - Dry

360° Rectangular Diffuser ports
provide quiet operation with low system back pressure.
Dome lid design combines high performance with rugged durability. All Salter bubble humidifiers provide, dependable, cost-effective performance. Ideal for use with all oxygen sources: concentrators, liquid, tanks, wall outlets.
Available with 3 PSI or 6 PSI Pop-off Alarm.

Features
☐ 360° molded, low resistance, high output diffuser head design
☐ Connecting tower design
☐ Large, quad wing nut connector
☐ Audible pop-off alarm
  3PsI or 6PsI
☐ Jar permanently etched, large print minimum/maximum water level markings
☐ Easy seal, translucent, double helix thread jar

Benefits
☐ Quiet, efficient hydration with less rain out.
  Resists clogging due to mineral build up from water.
☐ Greater resistance to damage from incidental impact
☐ Easy to grip, reduces chance of cross-threading
☐ Reduces the likelihood of concentrator damage.
  Audible warning of downstream occlusion.
☐ Easy to read, durable will not rub, wear or wash off
☐ Simple, sure, half turn on/off with positive seal.
  No gasket is required

Variety of uses... Homecare, Transport, Hospital, Extended Care Facilities, Hospice
Disposable Humidifiers from Salter Labs are single patient use products designed and engineered for long term durability and complete patient satisfaction.

**Audible safety pressure pop-off alarm. Functions at low flow rates (3psi or 6psi).**

**Large, easy to grip quad style wing nut. Resists cross threading, simplifies secure connection to oxygen supply source.**

**Easy flow dome lid design combined with unique 360° diffuser helps to reduce rain-out.**

**Stem and diffuser resists clogging due to mineral build-up on and inside diffuser**

**Easy jar to lid assembly with half turn positive seal.**

**Permanent, maximum-minimum water level indicators. Will not wash, wear or rub off.**

**Unique 360° rectangular diffusion ports operate quietly with improved hydration and less system back pressure.**

### Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humidifier</th>
<th>Units (per case)</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>350 cc bubble humidifiers 3psi (brown lid)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 cc bubble humidifiers 6psi (black lid)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For high flows (6-15 lpm) refer to our model #7900 Bubble Humidifier.*

### Start-up Kits

2 #1606 nasal cannulas, 1 #7100 or #7600 humidifier and 1 #2002 supply tube:

- Kit with a 7’ tube: 20 7107 7607
- Kit with a 25’ supply tube: 20 7125 7625
- Kit with a 50’ supply tube: 20 7150 7650

*Start-up Kits with smooth bore tubing available on request*